An Opportunity to Study in Scotland

The St. Andrews's Society Scholarship Committee selects the scholars by screening and interviewing candidates from five Universities in Scotland.

Commuter Services wants to remind them of the following tips:

- Leave your curtains/shutters exactly as you keep them when you are home and consider leaving the blinds open.
- Lock all doors and windows, including the bedroom door.
- If your spare key is in a plastic rock, under the mat, in the mailbox, or in another obvious location, consider removing it while you are on break.
- Ask a friend or neighbor to watch over your home while you are away (including mail).
- Consider what you are posting on social media, so you do not give away clues that you are not home.
- As always, we are proud of the WCU Ram Fam, and we are happy to help you manage paying for winter courses.

As the semester winds down, encourage your student's interest in the next steps.

Introducing the Ram Fam Podgram

RAM FAM PODGRAM

As always, we are proud of the WCU Ram Fam, and we are happy to help you manage paying for winter courses.

Topics include:

- Preparing Off-Campus Homes for Breaks
- Manage paying for winter courses
- Financial Aid
- First-Year Conversation Starters
- Anti-Suprasists and Social Safety
- The Global Leadership Seminar
- Collegiate Leadership Competition
- Ram Fam Party

Got this as a forward?

As the semester winds down, encourage your student's interest in the next steps.

Preparing Off-Campus Homes for Breaks

Office of Student Conduct will reach out to the student for a financial aid purposes.
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Have your beliefs been challenged or changed at all?

When your student comes home from breaks, you will recognize that they are changing, which is a natural and wonderful thing! It is important for parents and families to have an idea of what these changes to ensure productive conversations moving forward.

Parenting tips:

- Am I in Crisis?
- "High Demand"
- Peaceful Parenting
- Vehicle Safety
- Technology
- Staffing: The Art of Hiring Great Employees
- Office of Parent and Family Relations
- First-Year Conversation Starters
- Anti-Suprasists and Social Safety
- The Global Leadership Seminar
- Collegiate Leadership Competition
- Ram Fam Party

AMcCarthy@wcupa.edu

Thank you for entrusting us with your students here at West Chester University.